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Aba tract; In this paper, we consider the following qu­
est iorT7~wrIerI~a homeomorphism of limit spaces of two inverse 
spectra is induced by an isomorphism of cofinal subspectra? 
We prove two spectral theorems which generalize a number of 
A.V. Arhangel skii's, S.A. Pasynkov's and E.V. Sfiepin's re­
sults. Some related questions are considered, too. 
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Introduction. In 1976 E.V. 5Sepin proved the fundamental 
result which was named the apectral theorem for compacts (aee 
111, Theorem 2). Since this result was obtained, some new ver­
sions of this theorem have appeared. The most interesting of 
them, as we see it, were proved by A.V. Arhangel'ski! C2Jand 
B.A. Pasynkov 133• Another approach (via uniform spaces) to 
the SSepin's theorem was created by W. Kulpa 183. In the firat 
part of the paper we present one general assertion with a clear 
proof which implies Arhangel'ski 1#s and Paaynkov's results men­
tioned above. It should be noted that the main idea of the 
proof of our apectral theorem waa casted by the reasoning of 
R. Engelking (see L43, Theorem 1). 
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In what follows, all spaces are assumed to be complete-
ly regular if there are no other assumptions. Instead of 
"inverse spectrum" we write briefly "spectrum". We assume 
that all spectra under consideration consist of topological 
spaces and spectral projections (including limit ones) are 
continuous and onto. 
§ 1. Spectral theorem for spaces similar to compacts. We 
shall recall some necessary notions. 
Definition 1. Let (A,-* ) be a directed set of indices 
and Sx =iX Q C,pA} o C ? p e A, S2 m itoC rtfy^^ be spectra. For 
every <x/« A let us fix a continuous mapping gp^ iX^—> X^ • 
I. A family •£<poC: oc e A? is said to be a morphism of a 
spectrum S-, to a spectrum S^ if g^ <- p^ = q"\ ° y« for each 
06 , fi e A such that oe, -4 /3 • 
II. A morphism "iy^:** a A J is said to be an isomorph-
ism if ^ is a homeomorphism of X ^ onto Y ^ for every oce A* 
Definition 2. Let £ be an ordinal and S * iX^ t F ^ L / ^ c 
be a well-ordered spectrum. 
I. A spectrum S is said to be continuous if for every li-
mit at*~z I a space X,¥ is naturally homeomorphic to a limit 
of a spectrum S ,t * -iX tP^i^ A ^ ^ * (*ne last means that a 
diagonal product A-fp^ : oC< o^^is a homeomorphism of X^* 
onto Tim S ¥ ). 
II. A continuous spectrum S is said to be regular if £ 
is a regular cardinal and wCX^ )-c: f for every 06 -* £ • 
Now §Sepin's spectral theorem for compacts can be formula-
ted as follows: Let S » IX , fp^j A w and T = {Y- .^i n „ be 
oc *r<X- oC,fi<C cC ' *cC aC/(5<V 
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regular spectra consisting of compacts with homeomorphic li-
mits. Then there exists a closed cofinal sub9et A & z. euch 
that the spectra S A = {X^ .V^i^p^ A and TA - { Xrf ,H%>/iek 
are isomorphic. 
Let t be an infinite cardinal. We write VJL (X) £ t if 
for every open cover y of a 3pace X there exi3t9 a subcover 
-y's. Y such tnat 'T'I <• t * 
In E2], A.V. Arhangel#3kii proved the following theorem; 
Let a 3pace X of a regular weight if -> £Q be a limit of regu-
lar 3pectra S » {X^ 9pPiu A <^ and T =4X^ t^t^^t with 
quotient projection and V& (X11) - x for every n e co # Then 
there exists a closed cofinal subset Afi T such that the spec-
tra S. and T. are isomorphic. 
In [31, B.A. Pasynkov showed that if a space X is a limit 
of a regular spectrum S = {X^ ,pj\ ̂  «<w with closed projec-
tions then Vt (X) -4 f . With the aid of this result Pasyn-
kov proves that for every regular epectra S = {X^ -p^J^ n<vand 
T » \J, tQouic ft<* w^-tn closed projections and homeomorphic li-
mits there exists a closed cofinal subset A £ v such that the 
spectra S» and TA are isomorphic. 
We shall show that it is possible to exclude the rest-
rictions on projections of spectra in Arhangel'skii's and Pa-
3ynkov's results. But we need to retain the condition V& (X)^ 
4: t which is inherent to both of them. Before formulating 
our main result (Theorem 2) let us discuss the following que-
stion. When a space can be represented as a limit of a well-
ordered spectrum consisting of spaces of smaller weight? The-
re are many space3 wh ich do not admit such a representation. 
For example, the space T( &i^) (countable ordinals with the or-
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der topology) is *bad" in this sense. Indeed, if the space 
T(ctx) is a limit of a spectrum S » *-x ĉ tPj^ ?<* /3-<-&> consis-
ting of spaces of a countable weight then a countable compact-
ness of T(GJ^) implies that X^ is compact for each o&<-<- «->-. 
However, a limit of a spectrum consisting of compacts is com-
pact, that is a contradiction. 
The following theorem shows when does the desired repre-
sentation exist. 
Theorem 1. Let X ^ K be a regular cardinal and V£ (X) 
£ X » w(X). Then a space X is.homeomorphic to a limit of some 
well-ordered spectrum S = iX^ $V^lc *<<£ where wCX^)-* X for 
every cC <- x • 
Proof. Let us assume that X is a subspace of Tychonoff 
cube I . There exists a family i k^ i oc -<r x I such that 1) kj~ 
..A. f ct*c /3 «c X ; 2) AA SU¥G ^ac *
0T ©v«ry limit ordinal 
p<Z; 3 > | A j - c * " - 1 4 ) 1 ; - ^ . ^ . 
Let ^ be a natural projection of I onto I and m£ 
be a natural projection of I ^ onto I °° ,oc</3<r . For 
every aC <. x put X^ « ^ ( X ) ; a topology on X^. is induced 
from I ** . For each oc , /I with oC -<: /S put p ^ « *r^| X~ . 
So we have defined a well-ordered spectrum S * -tX̂  -p^j^ A < I ; 
such that wCX^ )^lfoCI • #Q< ^ for every oc *c X . Let f be 
a diagonal product of a family of mappings i#^l Xz <*, < xl . 
Let T s lim S and p^ be a limit projection of X onto X^, 
cc -< x . Then f is a continuous mapping of X to Y. Now we 
shall show that <p is a homeomorphism of X onto Y. 
I. 9? is a monomorphism. 
Indeed, let x,ygX and x+y. Then there exists an ordinal 
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oC*-< -v such that JT * (x) + ^i-Cy)* T n e equality p * • 9> a 
« a^i X implies that g> (x)+ ^(y). 
IX. <y is an epimorphism. 
Let yc Y. For every oc <: t? put 1^* X a ^ (p^ (y)). Then ^ 
is a non-empty closed subset of X and ^.£ F« for (I << ac *< t . 
The inequality ^X(X) -£ ̂  implies that F s^Q^ -£c •+» A • ,Let 
xeF. Then *^ (x) » p^ (x) for every at *< t f hence g>(x) » 
* y. Consequently 9 (X) » Y. 
III. The mapping 9" is continuous. 
Let yc Y, <j(x) s y and (9 be an open neighbourhood of x in X. 
Then there exist an ordinal aC •< t and an open subset VSX^ 
such that X C X A J T ^ V & & . Put W » p^1 V. The equality <}>(x) = 
• y implies that ye W and y"1(Tr) • XAJT,"1 V C S . Thus the 
theorem is proved. 
It should be noted that a mapping <p is a homeomorphism 
of X onto a dense subset of Y if the condition S7Jt (X) & x> is 
not assumed. In connection with this fact it seems to be natu-
ral to introduce the following definition (see also C6Jf p. 
1059). 
Definition 3. a) We shall say that a spectrum S * {x^ f 
P <3Cl5<fe *8 a*mos>t continuous if for every limit «£*<<: £ a 
space X ^ is naturally homeomorphic to a subspace of Lim S * 
where S ^ * -tX̂  tP^-^ A < 0 C * (then this subspace is dense in 
.^Lm S^* because projections of a spectrum S are assumed to be 
onto)• 
b) We shall say that an almost continuous spectrum S is 
almost regular if | is a regular cardinal and w(XoC)< f for 
every oc< E . 
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An almost continuity of a spectrum S means that for eve-
ry limit ordinal oC*<: £ the family -{(p1* ) © : ot < aC and 
0 is open in X' \ forms a base of a spiace X * -
In 3ome eenee the notion of an almost continuous spect-
rum is better than the notion of a continuous one. It is con-
firmed by the following facts: 
a) each completely regular space X of regular weight tf> 
> & 0 with V& (X) £ tr is a limit of an almost continuous spec-
trum consisting of completely regular spacea of amaller weighta, 
but 
b) not every euch a apace X can be repreaented aa a limit 
of a regular epectrum. 
Indeed, the spectrum constructed in the proof of Theorem I 
is almost continuous. Namely, from the condition A * * 
*oiV-* ̂ oc w h i c h holds for every limit cc*< t , we obtain that 
the family «C(poC'* ) 0 : cc < oc* and 0 is open in X . 3 forms a 
base for X i . 
However, the £-product of £-* many of the discrete dub-
letone i3 an example of LindelQf space of weight rt-^ which is 
not representable aa a limit of a continuoua spectrum consist-
ing of spaces of a countable weight. This fact easily follows 
from Theorem 2 which is the main result of the first part of 
the paper. 
Theorem 2. Let a space X of a regular weight t > ,< 
with VZ (X) <& ts be a limit of each of two almost regular spec-
tra S - { X ^ . p ^ ^ and T = {^ , q ^ p < r . Then there ex-
iats a closed cofinal subset A £ t such that the SDectra S.= 
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The general idea of the proof of this theorem is a fac-
torization of continuous functions on X. 
Lemma 1 . Let a space X of a r e g u l a r weight T > tf wi th 
g Z (X) & t be a l i m i t of a we l l -o rde red spectrum S -* fX^ , 
P } n w ana# f be a cont inuous func t ion on X. Then t h e r e ex -
c*C otjfiK X 
ist an ordinal <-c <: f and a continuous function f^ on X ^ % 
such that f = f^ © p^ , where p^ is a limit projection of X 
onto X ^ . 
Proof. For every i e CJ let fi be a countable open co-
ver of R by intervals of length <: 1/i. Fix i e <*•> . Since f is 
continuous, for every x e X there exist an ordinal o6(x)<. x. and 
an open subset ® x £ Xw.^ such that the set f (P~fx) $ x) is con-
tained in some member of 'y^. The inequality \ 7 i (X) £ t imp-
lies that there exists a subset L £ X with I K- 1 «< f such that 
(toi s -tp""|xN © x:xeK il is a cover of X. Put Ai * 4o0 (x) ;x€ K^J. 
Now put A =.t~J A.. Then l A l < ^ because t is a regular 
cardinal and I A-1 -6 'K...< t? for each i 6 o> . Consequently 
there exists an ordinal oc <: if such that t3 < o£ for every t3 6 
6 A. We claim that x,ye X and p ^ (x) = p ^ (y) implies f (x) = 
= f(y). 
Indeed, let PoC(x) = p^ (y) and i £ CJ . As p^ (x) =- p^ (y) 
for every /3 e Ai and (i± is a cover of X, there is a point z € 
e K± such that x , y £ p ^ z ) @ z and the set f ( p^( z) ®%^ is contain-
ed in some member of ̂ i * Consequently lf(x) - f (y) |-<: 1/i. The 
last inequality is valid for each i e co hence f(x) = f(y). 
Now we shall define a function f^ on X^ . Let x^ e X^ , 
x £ X and p ^ (x) == x^ . Put f^ (x^ ) « f(x). This definition is 
correct because a value f^ (x^ ) does not depend on a choice 
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of a point xe P^Tx^ • From the definition of the function: f^ 
it follows that f « f^ « p^ . It remains to show that toe ia 
continuous. Let x^e X^ , x e X and p ^ (x) * x ^ . Let % be an 
open neighbourhood of a point f^ (x^ )(* f(x)). Then there ex-
ists a number i c co such that St^ (f (x)) & & . Moreover, 
1 -1 /» 
there exists a point sc K^ such that xeP^t)®* and a aat 
f (p""/* v <jL ) is contained in some member of a cover ^ . It is 
obvious that ^<P^(8) ̂ z>
fi st-y <f<x>) fi # . As oo(s)eAif we 
conclude that o6(*)< 06 . Put V « (P^(z)
)""1<?z»
 Then J€ V and 
the equality f * f^ * p^ implies that f^ (V) s f(p^1V) * 
« f (pT(E) ® 2) S ̂  • Tkne the lemma is proved. 
Corollary 1. Let X be LindelOf subspace of a product 
rfl^A x«6 and * De a continuous function on X. Then there exist 
a countable subset Be A and a continuous function ffi on ̂ ( X ) 
such that f • f o ( # x) • 
Remark. Let X be LindelOf subspace of a product JJT^ X^ 
and f be a continuous mapping of X to a space X with a G^-dia-
gonal. Then there exist a countable subset B£ A and a mapping 
*BS ̂ B * X * — * Y aucn ***** f S-* B« (-fl^lX). This was noted by M. 
HuSek (see E71, Theorem 10). But f B is not necessarily continu-
ous in this casa. 
Lemma 2. Let a space X of a regular weight 't >- -K0 with 
V i (X) -£ <s be a limit of a well-ordered spectrum S • <X^ , 
pJc \f fi<v • l4lt also * ̂  a continuous mapping of X to a space 
X of weight -< of . Then there exist an ordinal cC* < t and a 
continuous mapping f * -X^*-~> X such that f • f*o p * . 
Proof. Put A-* w(X). A space X is completely regular, hen-
ce there exists a family - t ^ s cC-cAi of continuous functions 
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on Y which separates points and closed sets of X. For every 
<C •< X put YoG^^oc0 *• T n e n Vk, i s continuous for every 
o t < A . According to Lemma 1 for every cc «< X there exist 
an ordinal (3 (o£) -< *v and a continuous function g^ on -^(f^) 
such that %£, « g*, o pn(oCj • Put A » •{ /*(<*): oC -< ^ J . Then 
lA I «« & , hence there exists an ordinal oC* < if such that 
A Q. oc* . For each oc < & put t^ « g^* P£I(OC)# L e t f s 
= A*C f^ : o6<AJ be a diagonal product of a family of func-
tions Kt^ : oc x % i , 9 « A t g ^ : 06 < A } and f * « ^ - 1 * f. 
Then the mappings f and <y are continuous and g> i s a homeo-
^orphism of Y onto ^(Y) because of a choice of a family -ig^ : 
: oC < ^ 5 . Hence a mapping f * **,* —> X i s continuous. I t re-
.> r* 
mains to show that f © p * « f f or equivalently, f o p * « 
« <j> * f. But the last equality follows immediately from the 
fact that t^Q p ^ « v ^ s ^ o f for each oc < A . Thus the 
lemma is proved. 
We wi l l say that a spectrum S « «tX^ t P j ^ n^.v with a l i -
mit X has the factorization property, shortly FP, i f for each 
continuous mapping f:X—> Y to a space Y of weight - c c there 
exist an ordinal oc < t and a continuous mapping f^ tX^ —-> X 
such that f * f ^ o p^ f where p^ i s a limit projection of X 
onto X^ • 
So, Lemma 2 states that a spectrum S * -CX̂  - . p j ^ A < V of 
a regular length x^ #0 with a limit X sat i s f ies FP i f v£ (X)-£ 
Lemma 3 . Let a space X of a regular weight x > #Q be 
a limit of each of two almost regular soectra S « ^x^ 9p£h &<? 
and T « iX-ifAL »^„ having FP. Then for erery oc •< t there 
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e x i s t an o rd ina l 06 -< 1* with oc ^ oc* and a homeomorphism 
^?* of X ^ onto I ,* such t h a t 9 * o p + = q ^ . 
Proof. Let us f i x an o rd ina l at ~*r -v . Put /& = ©0 • 
Since qft i s a continuous mapping of X onto Xn and the weight 
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of YA i s l e s s than T , Lemma 2 impl ies t h a t the re e x i s t an 
o r d i n a l "2f-<-: tt and a continuous mapping c$> :X —? Yg such 
T t*0 
t h a t q^ =- <£> o p „ Put o6Q = max - i l 3 0 > x ^
 a n ( 3 % ~ 
» <y o p?^ ' , I t i s obvious t h a t q^ * cf e p . Applying Lem-
ma 2 w- t imes we c o n s t r u c t i n c r e a s i n g sequences of o r d i n a l s 
•icCj^i G o>? and ^ / . ^ i e o ? where fi^^cC^^fi.-^K fo r 
each i e o , and sequences of continuous mappings 4 ^ : i e a > ? , 
l y ^ i e o i , where » i ^ - • 1 ^ , Y t ^ . ^ - * * , . and 
9 i ° P^. s Q/». f Y i 0 ^ ^ * P ^ . . Put * * = sup i o c i : i £ C J | ( = 
= sup *Cp^:i ea>$ ) . Since s p e c t r a S and T a re almost c o n t i n u -
ous , wi thout any l o s s of g e n e r a l i t y one can assume tha t X^ (Y^ ) 
i s a subspace of l im S (l im T^ r e s p . ) fo r every l i m i t o r d i n a l 
oC^ v , where S ^ M X ^ , P p f t r < a C and V " f l '$*!>,?<«-
 F o r 
every i 6 o> put ^ * 9 . 0 p^5 and Y i s T i ° q ^ • 
g>*s A " f ^ f ^ i e co} and Y*= ^ * *? i : i e CO\IQ}}. Then 9 * 
i s a cont inuous mapping of X ^ to l im T ^ and y * i s a c o n t i -
nuous mapping of TC ^ to l im S ^ . We cla im t h a t 9 * i s a h o -
meomorphism of X ^ onto Y ^ • 
(1) Let x e X . Put x * » p ^ * (x) and y * * q ^ ( x ) . Let us 
show t h a t <j>*(x* ) = y * and Y * ( y * ) = x * • We have : x * e X^ 
and y * e Y ^ so ^ ( x * ) = ^ i P ^ (x) « ^ j P ^ . U ) = <^ (x) » 
• q ^ ( y * ) fo r each i € o> . Hence an almost c o n t i n u i t y of a 
spectrum T impl ies t h a t g>* (x * ) = y * , 02ie same arguments 
"°** Put a l s o 
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imply the equality y*(y*)
 s x
* ^ ^ _ * 
ү*cү_,*>£* * 
. Thus <p*tX i€)c.Y # and 
0C 1 
(2) f ^ o 9 ^ - - i d x a M 9 ^ o Y ^ = i d v . 
Indeed, let x* e X ^ , Choose a point xeX such that 
p ^ (x) « x* , Put y*-= q ^ (X)# T h e item (1) implies that 
g>*(x* ) = y* and ^*(y * ) = x* . Consequently y* © 9?"* « 
= idx . The same reasoning shows that <p* o if* = idy 
cC a~-
The items (1) and (2) imply that tp* is a homeomorphism 
of X ^ onto Y/1t and <$>*o p = q ^ . This completes our 
proof. 
Let all suppositions of Lemma 3 be satisfied. Put A = 
s {cC < V i there exists a homeomorphism cj> of X^ onto X^ 
such that cp o p = q } # Then Lemma 3 implies the following. 
Leraraa 4. The set A is a closed cofinal subset of t • 
The conclusion of Theorem 2 immediately follows from Lemma 4. 
In connection with Corollary 1 the following question 
naturally arises. Let X be a subspace of the Tychonoff product 
. FT^ x^ and X contains a dense LindelSf subspace . Is it 
true that every continuous function on X depends at most on 
countably many coordinates? The answer is negative even in a 
case of a separable space X. 
Example I. Let Co be the set of all finite ordinals 
o 
1 
with the discrete topology. In the space O with the usual 
Tychonoff topology we define two non-empty disjoint sets F 
and F., by the following,way. Put F ^ixeco x;x(oC)4--0 for 
every ooe co. and there exists p> € co. such that x( ft ) » li 
and F^ = \x e cp-ix(oc)-±l for every oC e a>^ and there exists 
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/*€ o^ 8ucn that x(£) » Ol. Prom the definition it follows 
that LP 03nP x «-A- and P^TP-j} «-A m Consequently, disjoint 
sets PQ and P-̂  are clopen in the space X * P UP.,. Let f be a 
function of X which equals to sero on P and one on F-. Obvi-
ously, f is continuous. For every subset T Q co- let 3t m be 
6 > . **• •*• 
the natural projection of o onto o • Then ^m(P0) * 
« (*>\*0*)T and 3TT(P1) « ( G > \ 4 . H ) T for each countable T<s 
Hence tf T(PQ) n tf-jCP...) « (c*> \€0 ,1} )
T . Thus the function 
f depends on uncountably many coordinates. One can easily pro-
re that the sets P0 and P^ are separable. Hence the space X 
i s separable, too. So X contains a dense LindelOf subs pace. 
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